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Peter’s Meme
• Poster

BBP in acrylic
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ADHD Summary
• Peter does really good Math(s)
• Peter really likes Pictures
• Peter really knows a lot about Pi,
Pade, Polynomials and other P’s
• Peter really is now 55=110111
– if you wish you can now
return to own research
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Outline of Talk
1. Peter a Chronology • 1953 until now in tranches
– plus a math culture quiz

2. Some Mathematics

• Representative high-spots

3. “Meta”-mathematics • The big picture
4. Concluding Remarks • Other things I meant to say
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This is your life 1953-1957
• May 10 Peter is born in St
Andrews, Scotland
– he apologizes with a trike

• I am taller. He is cuter.
– nursery teacher asks “Does
he ever misbehave?”

• 1954-57 We share a bed
– (end-to-end) I get wet

• 1955 We both get polio?
polio
2.5 years and 6 months

from Lithuania to “Tel-Aviv”
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This is your life 1957-1958
Peter carefully considers various career alternatives
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St Andrews …

Peter liked donkeys but hated sand

University (1412)
Town and Gown
University (14
) and St College
St Salvator’s
Savators College
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..St Andrews
history

oozing

Bottle
dungeon
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Castle and pier

This is your life 1953-1957
• He was IMU President
(1955-58)
• Heinz Hopf (1894-1971)
• “one of the most distinguished
mathematicians of the
twentieth century. His work is
closely linked with the
emergence of algebraic
topology.”
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This is your life 1958-1962
• 1958 Peter starts school
– at a Madras (a)
– doubles Jewish student population

• He attends his first International
Math Congress
– 58 in Edinburgh
– he learns all about Pontryagin

• David Borwein is Secretary
of the GA
•
•

– in St Andrews
59 make quarantine history
61 Sister Sarah arrives
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This Is Your Life 1959
• Quarantined at home with scarlet fever
– first not to spend 40 days in a fever ward
– Bruce Shawyer taught us statistics
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This is your life 1960
We learn how to handle graduate students early
Thanks to Bessie, we
usually had odder
pets
Carnivorous Xenopus Toad

Xenopus Toad
• Carniverous
• First cloned reptile
• Often in space
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This is your life 1958-1962
• He was IMU President
(1959-62)
• Rolf Nevanlinna (1895-1980)
• “Nevanlinna theory
appeared in a 100 page
paper in 1925. … described
by Weyl as one of the few
great mathematical events of
our century. .”
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This is your life 1963-1972
•

Sept 63 Peter moves to London
Ontario
– we fully experience the 60s
– Peter spends years being made
vulnerable to tuberculosis
– 1967 Peter goes West
– David Suzuki & David Shore
went to Central High too

•

1971 PBB starts at UWO
– he lives with a future CBC
Morningside producer, an ex
porn publisher, and a large
python

•

1972 we travel in Europe “on ten
dollars a day”

1969 selfportrait

Peter had a
really dark
room and a
horn
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This is your life 2006

15

This Is Your Family 1966
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This is your life 1963-1972
• He was IMU President
(1967-1970)
• Henri Cartan (1904- )
•

“mathematicians throughout the
world will welcome the availability
of the 'Oeuvres' of a mathematician whose writing and
teaching has had such an
influence on our generation.
– Remert and Serre

•

An original Bourbaki
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This is your life 1973-1982
Needs wedding picture and
picture when J&P met

• 73 Peter meets Jenny
• 74 they go to UBC
– David and I warned him not to!

• 76 MSc with John Fournier
• 78 we travel in Europe
• 79 PhD with Dave Boyd

Sophie, Jenny, Peter, Alex, Tessa

– spends PDF year in Oxford

• 1980 joins Dalhousie
– after unusual interview at UofA
– and untimely job offer at Dal

• 80 marries on US Thanksgiving
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This is your life 1974 at UWO
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This Is Your Wife 1975
• Outdoors and heights
always attracted
– early morning did not

• As kids a big treat was to
be allowed to camp and
freeze in the garden
– in a one-man tent that had
been to the top of K2 in the
early 1950s

• As a researcher, walking
and rolling play a big role.
Also
– caffeine
– baths
– notebooks
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This is your life 1973-1982
• He was IMU President (1979-82)

• Lenhart Carleson (1928- )
• 1966 proved Luzin’s 1913 conjecture that the Fourier series of f in
converges a.e to f.
• “The most important aspect in
solving a mathematical problem
is the conviction of what is the
true result. Then it took 2 or 3 years
using the techniques that had been
developed during the past 20 years
or so. .”
– 2006 Abel Prize
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Carleson’s 1966 ICM address
the problem of course presents itself already when you are a
student and I was thinking about the problem on and off, but the
situation was more interesting than that. The great authority in
those days was Zygmund and he was completely convinced that
what one should produce was not a proof but a counter-example.
When I was a young student in the United States, I met Zygmund
and I had an idea how to produce some very complicated
functions for a counter-example and Zygmund encouraged me
very much to do so. I was thinking about it for about 15 years on
and off, on how to make these counter-examples work and the
interesting thing that happened was that I realised why there
should be a counter-example and how you should produce it. I
thought I really understood what was the background and then to
my amazement I could prove that this "correct" counter-example
couldn't exist and I suddenly realised that what you should try to
do was the opposite, you should try to prove what was not
fashionable, namely to prove convergence. The most important
aspect in solving a mathematical problem is the conviction of
what is the true result. Then it took 2 or 3 years using the
techniques that had been developed during the past 20 years22or
so. .”

This is your life 1983-1992
•

Family Pyramid from 1997

1982-91 we work together at
Dalhousie (then 93-03 at SFU)
– talk math for first time in lives
– make up for lost time

•
•

86 Jenny becomes MD
86 First book appears
– “Pi and the AGM”

•

87 1/3 brother pairs to lecture at
Ramanujan Centennial
– says Ramanujan “idiot savant”?

•
•

87 Alex, 89 Sophie, and
93 Tessa arrives
88 organized PR for Dal strike
– “Building a better university sorry
for the inconvenience”

Math Dept at Dalhousie
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This is your life 1983-1992
• He was IMU President (83-86)
• Juergen Moser (1928-1999)
• 1998 Wolf prize “For his work
on stability of dynamical
systems and … PDES” (KAM).
– married Gertrude Courant
– directed both Courant and MRI at ETH
– first picture I knew and first not by Halmos
•

“… we realised that he was very special, a prince
among men, a knight in shining armour. He had all the
German virtues: devotion to hard work, a love of the
outdoors, a love of beauty, of music ... He was
exceedingly good company to do things with, like
hiking in the mountains. ... He loved adventure and to
test his powers; he had great self-confidence.” (Peter
Lax)
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This is your life 1993-2002
• 1993 Peter comes to SFU
– 93 Chauvenet & Hasse prizes
(“Ramanujan and Pi”)
– Peter fluent in Hungarian (“Bor”)
– we start to build CECM
– 96 BC-CUFA faculty member of
the year
– 97 Stars on MSNBC Thanksgiving
– 99 UWO National Alumni Merit
Award (family!)
– 02 Ford prize and Jubilee medal
(“Visible structures in number
theory”)

One of Peter’s first skills
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This is your life 1993-2002
Globe and Mail

• 1995 first URL in Canadian
newspaper
– BBP algorithm
– 10,000 downloads
– finalist for $100K
Edge of Computation Science
Prize 2005

• 99 chair NSERC GSC
• 2001-02 Starts to dream up
IRMACS
– demanded un-sexy acronym
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PSLQ and Hex Digits of Pi
Finalist for the $100K Edge
of Computation Prize won
by David Deutsch
My brother made the
observation
that this log formula
(Quantum
Computing)
allows one to compute binary digits of log 2 without
knowing the previous ones! (a BBP formula)

Bailey, Plouffe and he hunted for such a formula for Pi. Three months
later the computer - doing bootstrapped PSLQ hunts - returned:

PSLQ and Hex Pi

This reduced to

which Maple, Mathematica and humans can easily prove.
A triumph for “reverse engineered mathematics” [algorithm design]
No such formula exists base-ten (provably)
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This is your life 1993-2002

• Abel Prize Banquet 2007: L. Lovász (2007-10), L. Carleson
(1979-82), L. Fadeev (1987-90), Sir John Ball (2003-06)
• IMU President (1993-1996) Abel prize 08 Thompson,Tits 07 Varadhan
05 Lax 04 Atiyah-Singer 03 Serre
• David Mumford (1937- )
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This is your life 2003-2008+
• We’ve finished the IMU
• 2004 IRMACS funded

“Alex and some guy (2007)”

– Peter made Burnaby
Mountain Professor
– reveals MS

• 2005 IRMACS exists
– Peter designed a huge
amount of it
– MITACS/MOCAA turns 10

• 2006
• 2009

Borwein Prize
L’avenir
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Madelung’s Constant:
David Borwein CMS Career Award

This polished solid silicon bronze sculpture is inspired by the work of
David Borwein, his sons and colleagues, on the conditional series
above for salt, Madelung's constant. This series can be summed to
uncountably many constants; one is Madelung's
constant for
electro-chemical stability of sodium chloride. (Convexity is
hidden here too!)
This constant is a period of an elliptic curve, a real surface in four
dimensions. There are uncountably many ways to imagine that
30
surface in three dimensions; one has negative gaussian curvature
and is the tangible form of this sculpture. (As described by Ferguson.)

IRMACS Opening
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Some Mathematics
Very little --- since there is plenty of it elsewhere at this meeting
His own favourite work includes
• Computational Excursions in Analysis and Number Theory, Springer, 2002.
– “a wonderful overview of one of the most beautiful and active areas of current
computational number theory.” Sergei Konyagin, Math Reviews

•

Mahler Measure Problems
– Suppose p(x) is a non-cyclotomic irreducible monic polynomial of degree n and has all
odd coefficients. Then the Mahler measure of p is at least 1.49

•
•
•
•
•
•

– PBB, Dobrowolski and Mossinghoff, Lehmer's problem for polynomials
with odd coefficients, Annals of Math, (2007).
Bailey, PBB and Plouffe, On the rapid computation of various
polylogarithmic constants, Math. Comp (1997).
PBB and Erdelyi, Generalizations of Muntz's theorem via a Remez type
inequality for Muntz spaces, J. Amer. Math. Soc. (1997).
PBB, On the irrationality of certain series, Proc. Cam Phil. Soc. (1992).
JMB, PBB, & Bailey, Ramanujan, modular equations, and approximations
to pi, or How to compute one billion digits of pi, MAA (1989).
JMB and PBB, Ramanujan and pi, Scientific American (1988).
PBB, The Desmic conjecture, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A (1983).
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Pi to 1.5 trillion
places in 20 steps
This fourth order
algorithm was
used on all big-Pi
computations from
1986 to 2001

A billion Digits of Pi
ic number:

ecify an algebra
p
s
s
n
o
ti
a
u
q
e
These
1/p ~ a20

A random walk33
on a
million digits of Pi

Some Meta-Mathematics
•

•

•

He has always been able to see
things from a different perspective
– examples are on next slide
– a sensible risk taker
• learned from parents & grandparents?
– an early adopter (Maple2 manual)
He doesn’t waste words
– we thought he was deaf as a kid
– and a very quick eater
• bones and all
– I got really short notes in graduate
student days
He is very focussed and persistent
– “are we done yet?”
– but a great collaborator
– and (too) modest

Far from NEAR
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Some Meta-Mathematics
He dreams up unusual projects
• Inverse Calculator

This image refuses to die

– began as a book, ended up in
Maple and as an HPC applet

• Visual Mathematics
– Colour calculator
– Ford Prize

• Interesting Collections
A visual
meme?

2008

A book on Creativity is in the
works
2007

1997/2000/04

1990
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Organic Math 1995/96

The TIFF on THREE SCALES
Pictures are more democratic
but they come from formulae

Roots in the most stable colouring:
“The science of the artificial” (Simon)

Six More Avatars
2007

2003

Science News
2004

Science News
2004

Amer. Scientist 2006

2006
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Examples of Interfaces
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Pascal Interface

1 11 121 1331
1 6 15 20 15 6 1

14641
1 5 10 10 5 1
1 7 21 35 21 7 1

Modulo 5

Real and Imaginary
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JMB Math Portal
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Input of p

ISC2.0

which we shall use throughout….
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ISC and Colour
Calculators
Inverse Symbolic Computation
¨ mixes large table lookup, integer relation methods and
intelligent preprocessing – needs micro-parallelism
¨ “Inferring symbolic structure from numerical data”
¨ faces the “curse of exponentiality”
- implemented as identify in Maple and
partly as Recognize in Mathematica
Input of p

3.146264370

qrt(3.))

qrt(2.)+s
identify(s
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Final Testimonials
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Kevin Hare
I guess some of the things that come to mind are how my first paper with Peter
came about. We were at the ISSAC conference in Vancouver. Peter came up
to me over lunch and said something to the effect of "This afternoon looks
really boring, did you want to go hiking instead?" Next thing I knew, he had
organized a few people to go up the grouse grind. On the way up he decided
to start asking me math questions. (And I guess more importantly, I was able to
ask him math questions without him getting distracted by phone calls.)
I found his approach to supervising was basically, toss lots of questions at me
and hope that one of them sticks. If anybody has ever sat beside him during a
conference talk, they know exactly what I mean by that. Or, I guess anybody
that has been sitting with him in a pub/coffee shop while conference talks are
going on also knows what I am talk about.
The only other thing I can think of really is his addiction to coffee. I remember
going to a conference in Portland while he was driving us all in a mini-van. I
suspect during what should have been a 6 hour drive, we stopped for coffee
about 8 times. It was during this drive that he decided on the naming
conventions for all of the Mitacs machines, (all after some type of
coffee). Since then, he got his espresso machine in his office, and he is
probably even more addicted.
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Karl Dilcher
Peter was my "official" PDF supervisor, and I believe I was his first PDF.
Without his support and encouragement I would probably not be where I am
now. What I admired (and still admire) most about Peter is the fact that he
always has a problem, or problems, on his mind; he will ask you, prod you,
share insights with you and be very persistent. When he has found a truly
exciting and worthwhile problem, he will not let go until it is solved. He will hack
away at it from all directions, will try to get others interested and involved (and
often succeed in this), and more often than not he will eventually make
substantial progress, either alone, or in collaboration with others.
An example for this is the spectacular BBP formula. Already during his time at
Dalhousie he often said that he wanted to find the 10 billionth (I believe) digit of pi
without having to know all the previous digits. I had no doubt that he would
eventually succeed, and I consider BBP as a result of this (though hexadecimal
instead of decimal).

Peter likes funny anecdotes, often related to mathematics or mathematicians.
[One] I remember: A visit with daughter Alex as a toddler to Point Pleasant Park,
when Alex pointed to the Sailors Memorial and said, 'look, Daddy, a big plus!'
Peter was and is an excellent writer and expositor. But there wasn't a name,
usually foreign, that he wouldn't find a way to misspell. One time in the mid-90s
I got a (positive) referee report in which every name was incorrect; I KNEW that
Peter had to be the referee. When I gave him an off-print later on, I remarked
that I thought he might already be familiar with the paper. Peter, very surprised,
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"How do know I refereed it?" I had to tell him the truth.

Mike Mossinghoff
It's always a pleasure to visit Peter and his family and friends in
"Mahler measure heaven", as Jeff Vaaler has called Vancouver.
But one of my most memorable meetings with Peter was in
Nashville, at an approximation theory meeting in the late 90's. I
was just passing through, driving from N.Carolina to Texas, but
my wife and I briefly crashed the conference to join Peter for
lunch at a local Indian buffet. I'd visited SFU the prior summer,
and we'd had some correspondence on some problems. But it
was at lunch in Nashville that we hammered out plans for our first
joint paper.
Working with Peter has always been just as comfortable. Since that lunch
meeting, I have visited Peter some six or seven times at Simon Fraser and the
CECM and IRMACS, and we now have some nine papers together.

Coming to SFU was always an exciting time. Peter seems to have
an incredible knack for suggesting just the right sort of problem to
his collaborators -- problems that are not only irresistible, but very
well-suited to the listener's interests. He's a lot like Erdos in this
respect. Each time I arrived in Vancouver, Peter always had 46
a fascinating new project that was just irresistible to join.

and finally
I first met Peter when he appeared in a blazer, flannel shorts, and
knee high socks in my grade 6 class. That outfit never appeared
again. Later he convinced me to buy a Peter Paul and Mary record
and Firesign Theatre and other joys of the sixties.
He was one of the few who had a worse voice than I did and one
can blame a lot of the terrible folk and experimental music that I
wrote later on his influence.
We debated the invasion of Czechoslovakia and Vietnam while
our hair grew longer and I went bald while he grew smarter. He
may be one of the few who has escaped Grace Slick's best line
"anyone who claims to remember the sixties wasn't there"
– I didn't.
Happy Birthday Pied Peter!
– Stephen
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It is a Dead Parrot
• Peter also speaks
Monty Python on our
1996 audio-pi applet
– which almost crashed
SFU on PiDay 2003
– and was listed as a
“best experimental
music site” on the web
– so he must have a
sense of humour too

King Parrot
Photo courtesy Naomi Borwein
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Conclusion
• I’m actually on sabbatical
– I’ve done that

• It is amazing the meeting
took place within the
week of Peter’s birthday
• Thank you for being here
– Well done to everyone!
– Especially Vezo and Pam
and all at IRMACS-SFU
– Peter deservedly seems to
inspires loyalty

Special thanks to Alexandra Borwein for
helping me find many pictures
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